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Best practices of the institution for the academic year 20lG-17

I. Publication of Honalu Magazine: An annual souvenir

l. Title of the Practice:

"Honalu Magazine: An Annual Souvenir',
2. Objective of the practice

To encourage budding lawyers in developing research skill and to give their thoughts,

opinions and ideas on various issues of socio legal and literary significance, the College brings

out the magazine "Honalu" every year. Articles, Case Comment, poems, stories etc are published

in English and Kannada. The object of releasing Honalu magazine is to encourage the staff arrd

students in achieving all round development in the field of law. The process of writing a research

paper will provide valuable insights about one's ability and comtbrt in going through various

steps and identifying strong points and areas that need improvement.'fhis practice helps the

students in deeper understanding and perspective about the topic of publication. critical thinking.

research and writing skills which are very useful for a career as lawyers or in legal education and

research.

3. The context;

Reading large amounts of information, absorbing f'acts and figures" analysing material is

a feature of any law career. Being able to identify what is relevant out of the mass olinformation

and explain it clearly and concisely to the client is the key to success in legal profession.

Research also plays a huge role in a lawyer's day-to-day job. He needs research skills while

drafting Iegal documents and advising clients on complicated issues. In this context the

institution asks the staff and students to submit the write ups for the publication in Honalu

magazine.lt gives an oppol'tunity to the students learn the research skills.

There is a team of editors guided by principal who select contributions fbr publication. lt

also contains college activities. curricular, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities conducted

by the institution and achievements of the staff and students.



4. The Practice:

The challenge to higher education is that of providing advanced intellectual and practical

resources which are adequate to a changing and unpredictable world. The publication of

magazine helps our stafTand students to make a research on emerging areas which will help the

stake holders to acquire the updated knowledge.

ln the competitive world marry o1- us not get an opporlunity to publish the research work

in the law journal. To fill that gap, we have the unique practice to publish ourown magazine that

will encourage the staff and students to make research and write afiicle, that will be published

after taking due care.

5. The Evidence of success:

ln the academic year20l6-17 we received 8 research papers from the Staff members and

l0 research papers from the students in both English and Kannada. The articles are reviewed by

the editorial committee and then it publishes in the Honalu Magzine. The magazine has been

appreciated by the reader that shows the success o1'publication of magazine. Dr. Justice Vineet

Kothari, Judge High Court o1' Karnataka, bengaluru and Dr. Prabhakar B. Kore. Member of

Parliament and Chairman of KLE Society, Belagavi have sent appreciation message about the

Honalu.

6. The problems encountered:

The institution f-aced the following problem

the magazine.

communication.



II. Concern over Deaf and Dumb: Institutional Social Responsibility

1. Title of the Practice:

"Concern over Deaf and Dumb: Institutional Social Responsibilify"

2. Objective of the practice

The institution aims to provide educational assistance to the physically challenged

students by providing educational kits and all other things required for a life of dignity, so enable

them to rehabilitate themselves. Institution also aims to create awareness in the society at large

about the problems and difflculties encountered by the Deaf and Dumb children's.

3. The context:

As a part of our unique approach we have tried to empower the physically disabled

children's. These children's are obviously physically challenged; therefbre, we must have

sympathy and responsibility towards them. Communicating with children's who have hearing

loss is a little more demanding than speaking to a hearing person. We have made an attempt to

speak with deaf and dumb children. There are some poor tamily who are not in a position to

provide education to their children's, in this context, the institution tried to assist them by

providing Text Books, Note Books, Bags and other educational materials.

4. The Practice:

A child with disability is considered a liability by many. Some others consider the child

not just a liability but a loathsome shame. Rural children who are deaf and dumb sit & rot due to

negligence, ignorance and the poverty level of the farnily.

The fact is that a disabled children's has a heart to fbel. a brairr to think and the desire to

lead a normal, useful life like any other. His/ her desire is well within the reach, provided the

state and the society realize their responsibility towards the handicapped lot. If proper treatment

is meted out to the handicapped, and if proper accessories and opportunities are oflered to them,

they can deflnitely rise above their impairment.



5. The Evidence of success:

On 8'n March 2017 in association with District Legal Service Authority, Gadag,

International Women's Day Celebrated. Smt. Renuka Kulkarni, Member Secretary, District

Legal Service Authority, Gadag was the Chief Guest. On this occasion, special gift packages

were distributed to the students of Honnamma Shikshana Samste School fbr Deaf and Dumb.

Gadag. It has been acclaimed by the general public, disabled persons. social activists. The

institution has Miles to go and we earnestly feel and wish to go firrther in rehabilitating more

such hapless children in a more comprehensive manner.

6. The problems encountered:

o We want to help as many children as possible, who are in need of our helping

hand to lead a normal life. As such we are currently turning down quite a number

of students fbr want of adequate tlnancial and other resources.

o The institution wants to provide hearing kits to the deaf and dumb children's, but

due to the financial constrains it was not possible.

o Lack of communication from our students

o Procedure fbr permission and assistance to such children's is lengthy

o Authorities are not encouraging and participating in such activities.
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